Office of executive decretary
Urbana, Illinois
February 15, 1939
let* a go
The membership drive is on.
It is Our hope that every fALB member will secure at least one new
member or associate member for vAEB*.
There are a number of educationally-owned stations who are not now
.<aEB members, but who should be*
There are many educational Ir.rT-itftlons who breads as t educational
programs and who are eligible. n : .. a20elate members.
With this issue of the News Mat tea- you will find two copies of the
revised NA£B Constitution.
. ad it'over, ther 'pass along a copy or
two to a prospective member.
If yod will let the executive secretary
know, he'll be glad to write a follow-up.
Let's increase the member¬
ship AOiV •

FPUCaTICAoL jT;->:riCi\J C,1.
Just l^ok around you and re what progress is being made by the educatlonally-owned and operand radio stations.
Your executive secretary
has had an opportunity 'o visit such within 'ihe past month.
At WHA, Iiadison, wise ns in,-' we found • ac McCarty aAd Harold En^el
going their usual 1 progressive rate*
We brought aacx with us not
only material for t-ie uAii‘3 Lews Letter find packet (Which incidentally
don't overlook), but a conviction that Wisconsin citizens are getting
some mighty fine programs*
Too, the facilities are always being
bettered.
You’?! recall that Pisconsin has a pending application
for full time rperation and 5G,000 watts.
In Minneapolis, Minnesota, we saw the beginnings of Burton Paulu's
new lay-out in the ground floor of one of the University buildings.
The floor is being entirely reconstructed, including acoustical
treatments, air conditioning, etc.
Studios, control rooms, and
offices -.re all provided in the new area.
A new building is going up at . 3U1, as you'll recall from past News
Letters.
At Ames. Iowa, there is a new antenna, and soon there will
be a new 5 KW transmitter.
Gilbert Willi-ms of VB/.P, Purdue, say 3 plans have been completed for
new studios and other facilities for his station in Lafayette.
Joon
plans will
made avoidable for distribution to NAEB members.
No doubt there
the o .<? ing
.
in fu*ire A-' 4LB le 11e 1 ■,.

r valuable information which substantiates
you'll send it along, it will be inaluded
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reccrdikg- s.„uip lent

By Lr. E. D. Peterson, ElectroBound Products, Inc.
Editor’s Note - This article, by Lr* Peterson, is based upon some
of the remarks made at the x^entucky convention and was prepared
especially for NAEB members.
1.
TURNX<i3LEJ - This unit should be fabricated from material that
will not bend or warp so that the surface presented to the record
is substantially flat and parallel to the line of travel of the
cutting head.
It is practical to fabricate a turntable that will
not vary more t.ian plus or minus .003 of an inch in any direction
while being rotated.
It should be heavy enough and so designed
that it wll not easily vibrate or ring or rumble when receiving
a slight mechan&aX impulse.
1
2.
TUiiNTABLE BEARING - Ball bearings or roller bearings have not
been successful to date for this purpose because of tihe rumble they
introduce.
A 16" turntable should have at least a 1 inch diameter
shaft and a bearing about 4 inches long.
The weight of the turn¬
table is usually received by a large ball at the .lower end of
this bearing.
This ball should rest on a glass-hard flat surface
so that it will not form indentations as the ball in rotating
will raise and lower slightly causing a vertical displacement of
the turntable, which in extreme instances, may result in a thump¬
ing sound 'in the recording.
3.
LATHE
The cutting head carriage should be designed so that
there is a minimum chance of any lateral play; that is, when the
cutting head carriage is engaged with the lead screw or any device,
the cutting head should not have any perceptible movemdat in either
direction of the movem^it
the cutting stylus.
Needless to say,
the bearing surface the carriage rides across the record on should
be smooth and not function as a lead screw as well.
This would
re Quire the carriage to ride on a threaded rod which would wear
it "and allow the gradual development of side play in the cutting
head.' The assembly that guides the cutting head across the record
should be within 3j Inches of the center of the table or in line
with the center of the table so that any play in the guide rods or
any other assemblies used to control a lateral travel of the cutting
head will not be unduly amplified.
The lead screw should have as
many threads to the inch as possible as this will in turn drive the
cutting head at a more uniform speed.
It i3 also very desirable
to have the carriage e pige as many threads on the lead screw as
possible to eliminate uneven spacing of lines due to any Irregularli&es4 in 'tlieie : a screw.
It is very Important that everything
contributing to the irregular spacing of grooves, as an irregulari¬
ty of only .001 of an Inch may drop the -maximum pem lssable record¬
ing level as much as 10 I)B.» some means of easily adjusting the
angle are readily obtained.
The mechanism that drives the lead
screw should be so arranged * that it will reverse the motion and
change the speed of the lead screw.
This will allowthe cutting
of records fro.: inside out or outside in and at variable lines
per inch with one lead screw.
The better machines now incorporate
a line spreader as standard equipment.
This is a very useful
device for indicating the exact location of any passage on a
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recording as well as being a means to prevent overcutting on
passages of high level.
4*. TUHLTABLE jdlVE - A synchronous motor has been found satis¬
factory for driving this unit.
3everal means of coupling the
motor to the turntable are in use; namely, belt drive, rim drive
through a rubber idler wheel, and direct gear drive.
The belt
drive and the rim drive are usually the most satisfactory from
the point of not introducing a rumble in the turntable, which
shows up as a pattern in the record as well a3 being audibld in
the recording when low level passages are being reproduced.
The
direct gear drive will revolve the turntable at exact speed with
less trouble than the other two methods, but unless elaborate
means are taken to filter out the gear flutter, a considerable
amount of turntable rumble'may be introduced.
5. CUTTING HEAD - A great deal of information is usually given
about the frequency response of a cutting head, but very seldom
is anything 3aid about what hapens to the frequency response at
different levels or as to what the straight line volume range
of the cutting head is at different frequencies*
In other words,
how linear is the cutting head at the levels encountered In ac¬
tual recording and.what is the linear volume range.
A cutting
head whose frequency response is linear from 50 to 5000 C.T.o,
over a volume range of 40 DB« at usable recording levels will
make higher fidelity recordings than a cutting head with ia fre¬
quency response from 40 to 1G000CC.T.3. that is not linear.
It is possible to lower the surface noise and turntable rumble so
that the maximum level on the record is 50 D3. higher than the
noi3e level at $6 lines per inch.
A cutting head that i3 quite
sensitive is most desirable, otherwise a linear power amplifier
to drive it becomes quite a problem.
If a cutting head requires
a level of minus 6 DB. (0 level, 6 Lw,) to record just above
surface noise, then it will require a level of plus 44 DB. which
is about 150 watts to drive it to maximum recording level.
If
the cutting heq.d requires a level of minus 16 DB. to record just
above noise level, then the power amplifier needs only a level
of plus 34 DB0 or about 15 watts to drive it.
The cutting head
should remain a linear device up to levels required to record
maximum volume, on the disc at 70 line3 per inch at a sustained
single frequency in ordertto give maximum linear recordings of
average speech and music at 120 lines per inch.

Scanned from the National Association of Educational Broadcasters Records
at the Wisconsin Historical Society as part of
"Unlocking the Airwaves: Revitalizing an Early Public and Educational Radio Collection."
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